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Abstract
Light-induced degradation (LID) has been identified to be a critical issue for the long-term stability of solar cells
and modules from boron-doped silicon substrates. Besides the well-known LID of excess charge carrier lifetime
within Czochralski-grown silicon substrates induced by the activation of the boron-oxygen complex, significant
performance degradation has been observed also for certain multicystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cells and
modules. This degradation is significantly more pronounced at elevated temperatures and, therefore, referred to
as LeTID for “Light and elevated Temperature Induced Degradation”. If not controlled, LeTID can induce a
decrease of conversion efficiency by more than 10 %rel, particularly for solar cells with dielectrically passivated
surfaces. This paper gives an overview on some key characteristics of LeTID and shows that LeTID can be
suppressed during cell processing by Hanwha Q CELLS’ Q.ANTUM technology. The formation rate of LeTID
is shown to increase with excess carrier concentration and temperature, and the impact of different dielectric
surface passivation layers on LeTID is discussed, assigning a significant part of LeTID to a bulk defect.
Furthermore, substrates from several high-performance mc-Si wafer producers are shown to be prone to severe
LeTID, if not suppressed adequately during cell processing. Hence, to date no solution for LeTID on substrate
side is widely available to our knowledge. In order to enable the efficiency and corresponding cost saving
potential of dielectrically passivated compared with standard aluminium back-surface field mc-Si solar cells,
LeTID needs to be suppressed by adapted cell processing.
1.

Introduction

Up to 2012, the two most prominent practically relevant defects causing light-induced degradation (LID) of
excess charge carrier lifetime in boron-doped p-type silicon have been reported to be the formation of a boronoxygen (BO) complex [1–3] and iron-boron (FeB) pair dissociation [4–8]. Due to the use of a clean quartz
crucible during Czochralski (Cz) growth, Cz silicon (Cz-Si) is typically almost free from metal contamination
while it features relatively high oxygen concentrations in the range of [Oi] = 51017 cm-3 to 1018 cm-3. In asgrown multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si), oxygen concentrations are significantly lower while iron can be
introduced by diffusion from the crucible and its coating [9, 10] during crystallisation. While interstitial iron can
be well gettered by phosphorus diffusion [11], oxygen remains within the substrates during cell processing.
Hence, LID of mc-Si has received significantly less attention compared to Cz-Si, with typically much lower
values reported for mc-Si.
In 2012, mc-Si cells with plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposited (PECVD) aluminium oxide (AlOx)
passivated rear side have been reported to potentially degrade more than their Cz-Si counterparts at elevated
temperatures [12], and mc-Si aluminium back-surface field (Al-BSF) solar cells have been shown to degrade
significantly more at elevated temperatures [13]. Both studies excluded the observed behaviour to be due to BO
defect formation or FeB pair dissociation, which has been speculated to be the root cause for the observed LID in
mc-Si in most previous studies, e.g. [14–19]. Since then, many groups have been investigating the degradation of
mc-Si, confirming cells with dielectrically passivated rear side to be more affected than Al-BSF solar cells [20],
showing local inhomogeneities of the defect characteristics [21–23], and more recently, ways to mitigate
excessive LeTID [24–31]. As the observed LID is significantly more pronounced at elevated temperatures,
Hanwha Q CELLS has introduced the term LeTID for “Light and elevated Temperature Induced Degradation”
[31] as denomination for this new degradation mechanisms at the time. If not controlled, LeTID can lead to a
loss in relative conversion efficiency of more than 10 %rel [20, 31], is relevant under field conditions [31] and,
therefore, needs to be mitigated to enable mass production of mc-Si solar cells with dielectrically passivated
surfaces such as passivated emitter and rear cells (PERC [32]). A solution to suppress LeTID in mass production

of dielectrically passivated solar cells and modules has been developed by Hanwha Q CELLS [31], as part of its
Q.ANTUM technology [31].
This paper gives an overview on some key characteristics of LeTID such as the dependence of the corresponding
defect’s formation rate on excess charge carrier concentration and temperature, and the impact of different
dielectric layers for surface passivation. Furthermore, as a new result substrates from several high-performance
mc-Si wafer producers are shown to be prone to severe LeTID, if not controlled adequately during cell
processing. The approach of Hanwha Q CELLS to suppress LeTID in mc-Si solar cells and modules is shown to
reliably work on substrates from all investigated suppliers, and to produce cells and modules, which are longterm stable under accelerated aging conditions and in the field.
2.

Methodology and nomenclature

Results of LeTID investigations on symmetrical lifetime samples, solar cells and modules are reported within
this paper. The discussed samples have been manufactured with different processing sequences, subjected to
various treatments and continuously monitored by means of quasi-steady-state photoconductance decay (QSSPC)
[33], open-circuit voltage (Voc) or current-voltage (I-V) measurements. All symmetrical lifetime samples have
been processed with a LeTID-sensitive processing sequence, by subjecting mc-Si substrates to wet-chemical
cleaning and etching, phosphorus diffusion, phosphorus glass removal, optional emitter etch-back, dielectric
passivation and firing. Hence, some lifetime samples feature a double-sided diffused emitter (w/ emitter) while
for other samples the emitter has been removed (w/o emitter). For dielectric surface passivation, silicon nitride
(SiNx) from two different tools (A/B) and an AlOx / SiNx stack have been investigated. PERC cells with different
adjusted levels of LeTID (w/ maximum LeTID, w/ medium LeTID) have been fabricated on substrates from
different wafer suppliers along with LeTID-suppressed Q.ANTUM solar cells, and partly assembled into
modules. Cells and modules have been subjected to different levels of illumination (LID for light-induced
degradation) or current injection (CID for current-induced degradation). Excess charge carrier concentration n
has further been controlled by the external load, i.e., low to high n corresponds to modes short-circuit SC,
maximum power point MPP, open-circuit OC.
3.

Characteristics of LeTID

3.1 Dependence of LeTID on excess carrier concentration and temperature
Fig. 1a shows values of Voc for four LeTID-sensitive PERC solar cells processed on neighbouring mc-Si
substrates as a function of treatment time at two different elevated temperatures (50°C and 95°C) and in two
operational modes (OC and SC mode) during illumination at an intensity of 300 Wm-2 [31]. Displayed are values
of Voc corrected for illumination and temperature to standard test conditions STC (≙ 25°C, 1 kWm-2 with
AM1.5G), and normalised to the initial value of Voc. At 95°C, a significant Voc degradation of ~10 % is observed
in OC mode after a treatment time of ~150 h, followed by a regeneration phase that leads to an almost complete
recovery of the degradation after ~1000 h. At 50°C, degradation progresses significantly slower, with the
minimum value not being reached during the considered time frame of 1500 h. For both investigated
temperatures, the switch from OC to SC mode, i.e., to lower excess charge carrier concentrations, significantly
slows down degradation and reduces the time regeneration starts at 95°C. Hence, the formation rate of the defect
associated with LeTID increases for increasing temperature and excess charge carrier concentration. Payne et al.
[34] have shown that the formation rate further accelerates at higher temperatures and illumination intensities,
which is consistent with the presented findings.
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